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Summary 
This study examines the extent and the correlates of the increased entry of persons 
with alleged or proven criminal backgrounds into Indian electoral and representative 
politics, as “tainted” candidates and elected national legislators. It confirms the 
previously perceived trend of an increase in the number and share of tainted 
national-level politicians active in the country from 2004 onward. A state-level 
analysis of information about candidates, legislators, as well as the regional social 
and political contexts shows that larger shares of tainted national MPs elected from 
particular federal states are in part a function of larger shares of tainted candidates 
running in the respective states’ electoral districts, and of the average level of 
competitiveness of the electoral contests in those states. These are themselves 
strongly correlated with the shares of state-level legislators (MLAs) with criminal 
backgrounds. Non-national political parties and smaller national parties are more 
likely to count tainted legislators among their MPs, although both the Indian National 
Congress and the Bharatiya Janata Party have over the years consistently produced 
large numbers of tainted national legislators themselves. 
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